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COMMENT 1 

“VOYAGE  OF  DISCOVERY” 
 
Mrs Indira Gandhi is not famed for sharpness of mind and coherent utterances. But what 
she said about economic co-operation, military alliances, etc during her South-East Asia 
safari may not all have been done due to lack of intellectual clarity. One suspects there 
was a method in the non-sense. It should be clear by now where India is hastening slowly 
in her foreign affairs –a position of tutelage under super-Powers. Thanks to the Russo –
American druzba, such prostitution has become respectable. The situation is said to have 
acquired urgency after the British announced their plan to withdraw from the region, a 
plan which has made many Asian patriots uneasy and led to a lot of talk about filling the 
vacuum. But does anybody in his or her senses believe that the good Americans will 
leave Asia to Asians, that the 7th Fleet will be withdrawn, that there will be no Anglo-
American bases in the Indian Ocean? And, for that matter, Russian warships will not be 
seen there oftener? What the dollar-conscious Americans may be thinking fitfully is to 
make the Asians fight other Asians. They want it cheap; they want some more clients 
States to gang up against China under a disguise; and the Russians are not too unwilling 
to lend a helping hand in achieving this historic task. For this, some attention has to be 
paid first to the economy of the region where guerillas seem to be proliferating. 
 
In the circumstances, the first feelers ought to be about regional economic co-operation. 
Co-operation between States determined to achieve national honour based on a degree of 
self-sufficiency is welcome. But there is little evidence of such independence in the 
region concerned. Some of the States are indeed rather prosperous, basking as they are in 
the heat of the Vietnam war. Export-import figures of Singapore, Malaysia, Australia 
New Zealand and India show the extent of their crippling dependence on the USA and 
Britain, and any regional co-operation between them is bound to be suspect. The craze for 
decontrol in India, following devaluation, at the dictate of the World Bank, the 
disgraceful protests of Singapore at the proposed British withdrawal, the shock expressed 
by some at the Johnson ‘peace’ broadcast –all this reveals the character and class interests 
of the westernized Asian leaders. 
 
Like the missionaries, hard on whose heels came the armies, economic co-operation in 
this semi-independent region is likely to be followed by covert military alliances. Our 
rulers, however, have not the guts to be frank about the grand design that is unfolding. 
Mrs Gandhi perhaps blushes when military alliances are mentioned. Wasn’t her father 
opposed to alignment? But Mr Nehru was not always non-aligned. What he said in 
Malaya, embattled with the guerillas, and in Egypt between 1947-50 gladdened many a 
diehard. It was after the emergence of Communist China as a neighbour in 1950 that, 
among other factors, led Mr Nehru to be non-aligned as the best course in those days. 
Mrs Gandhi, during her recent ‘voyage of discovery’ echoed her father’s pre-1950 



vacillation, his fear, and his sneaking desire or a working relationship with an imperial 
Power. It is a case of retrogression. 
 
Mrs Gandhi began her tour with the theme of economic co-operation. Then came the 
references to the feeling of insecurity in certain countries, which might seek some sort of 
an international guarantee. From the U.N.? No; ‘international’ was changed to un-named 
Powers, which might, at the request of client States, decide to give a guarantee. Mrs 
Gandhi, however, wobbled and confessed that more than external threat, what troubled 
her was internal subversion. Why then talk of guarantees by an outside Power? What is 
Mrs Gandhi after? Does she want Green Berets to help her out at a  ture date in Mizoland, 
Nagaland, and other restless areas? Burma already is helping to hold the Naga rebels. 
 
And, what sort of honourable co-operation for “peace and prosperity” of Asian presence, 
does she expect from countries whose troops are indulging in genocide in Vietnam? Why 
does Mrs Gandhi, in her talks with “men of peace” whom she always discovers in white 
countries, have to refer only to cessation of bombing on North Vietnam but be quite 
about unspeakable massacre going on in the South? Indians should be ashamed that their 
Prime Minister has been heaping superlative praise on people who are fighting an Asian 
country by means that would have made Adolf green with envy. 


